An earlier paper [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 1, 775 (1984)] described a general ideal discriminator (a Stimuli-Defined-Exactly observer) whose sensitivity is limited only by the initial sequence of mechanisms in the visual system-the optics of the eye, the receptor lattice, receptor optics, and photopigment spectral sensitivities. In the present paper, further properties of the model are derived, and a similar model (a Stimuli-Defined-Statistically observer) is developed for conditions with stimulus uncertainty. To test the predictions of the models, two-point intensity discrimination, resolution, and separation discrimination were measured as a function of point-source energy and background luminance. Three important differences between resolution and separation discrimination were found: (1) At moderate to high intensity levels, separation threshold is-much smaller than resolution threshold.
INTRODUCTION
Performance in any given visual-discrimination task may be limited by a large number of physical and physiological factors ranging from the physics of the stimuli up to the receptivefield properties of cortical units and beyond. How does one go about developing and testing reasonable theories of discrimination for a system of such complexity? A rigorous new approach,' based on the theory of ideal observers, 2 -7 forms the basis of the present study.
Our approach might best be termed a sequential-mechanisms analysis. The essence of this analysis is to treat the early visual system as a sequence of information-transmission or -processing stages. At the cornea, a visual stimulus contains some finite, total amount of information that could potentially be used to perform some discrimination task. This information is then transmitted through and processed by a long series of stages, beginning with the optical system. The goal of a sequential-mechanisms analysis is to determine quantitatively what information relevant to the discrimination task is transmitted at each stage and, equivalently, what information is lost. In principle, one can thereby determine how much, and in what way, each stage of the visual system contributes to overall discrimination performance.
The logic of doing a sequential-mechanisms analysis is not new. Indeed, there are many examples of this kind of research strategy in the vision literature. The classic example is the analysis of the color-discrimination information lost at the receptors because of the existence of a small number of photopigments and the univariance property (e.g., see Brindley 8 ). What is new about our approach is that it uses ideal discriminators together with sound physiological data in order to evaluate rigorously the information transmitted at each stage, beginning at the cornea.
The present paper and a previous one' describe our recent attempts to apply a sequential-mechanisms analysis to all the preneural mechanisms of visual processing up through the level of quantum absorption in the photopigments. In particular, we have attempted to determine the contributions of these initial physiological mechanisms to performance in spatial-and intensity-discrimination tasks.
The rigorous application of a sequential-mechanisms analysis requires development of quantitative models of the sort illustrated in Fig. 1 . There are three steps in the development of these models. The first is to obtain a complete representation of the stimuli. In order to model the total information available for discrimination, this representation must include a description of the intensity distributions and wavelength compositions of the stimuli over time as well as a description of the quantal noise and other sources of variability in the stimuli. Because of stimulus noise, the same nominal stimulus is not physically the same from trial to trial. Thus the two nominal stimuli in Fig. 1 are represented as sets.
The second step is to develop a quantitative representation or model of the physiological mechanisms under consideration. The solid boxes in Fig. 1 represent the initial sequence of mechanisms in the visual pathway up to the photopigments. These are the only mechanisms that will be considered in this paper, but, in principle, what is accomplished for these stages could eventually be extended to additional levels in the visual chain.
The third step is to measure all the information that has been transmitted by a mechanism or a sequence of mechanisms. The transmitted information can be measured with a machine, an ideal discriminator, that uses all the information to perform the task optimally. Indeed, the performance of this ideal discriminator is, by definition, a precise measure of all the transmitted information. The design of ideal discriminators is a common problem in statistical-decision theory 9 and is exactly the sort of problem that was solved during development of theories of ideal observers in both vision and audition. 2 - Fig. 1 . The structure of sequential-mechanisms models. There are three parts: (1) a complete representation of the stimuli, (2) a model of the physiological mechanisms, and (3) an ideal discriminator that can be switched to the output of any mechanism.
mechanisms under consideration. By applying the appropriate ideal discriminator both before and after a stage, one can determine exactly how much information relevant to the discrimination was lost at that stage. By comparing the performance of the ideal discriminator with human performance, one can estimate how much information was lost in the stages following the one tapped by the ideal discriminator. In other words, if the model of the physiological mechanisms used in the analysis is sound, then only the differences between ideal and real performance will remain to be explained. A related benefit of carrying out a rigorous sequentialmechanisms analysis is that it provides a better understanding of the stimuli used in discrimination tasks. An ideal discriminator placed at an early level of the visual system measures the maximum amount of information available to the higher levels. This allows one meaningfully to compare the information content of different stimuli (assuming that the physiological model is sound). If altering the stimuli produces little or no change in ideal-discriminator performance, then there is little or no change in the amount of information available to perform the discrimination. Thus we should not be surprised if human performance changes little. On the other hand, if ideal-discriminator performance is greatly affected, we should not be surprised if human performance is greatly affected. In other words, the null expectation is that human performance should follow ideal performance qualitatively. If this does not happen, then we know that the sensory system is ignoring or is insensitive to some dimension(s) of information available in the stimuli. For example, Geislerl showed that the available information at the receptors in hyperacuity tasks is generally much greater than that in resolution tasks. Thus it is not surprising that humans perform much better in the hyperacuity tasks.
Note that sequential-mechanisms analyses can be extended to tasks in which the observer is required to classify stimuli into more than two categories (i.e., to identification or classification tasks). In terms of Fig. 1 , we simply increase the number of stimuli, increase the number of response alternatives by an equal amount, and replace the ideal discriminator with an ideal classifier.
Geisler' described a sequential-mechanisms model for spatial and intensity discrimination and reported its performance in two-point acuity, hyperacuity, and intensity-discrimination tasks. In the following sections we (1) derive further properties of the original model, (2) develop a model that permits positional and other sorts of stimulus uncertainty, and (3) report the results of psychophysical experiments in which we measured two-point intensity discrimination, resolution, and separation discrimination as a function of stimulus intensity and adapting-background luminance. Although the sequential-mechanisms models described below are applied here only to the various two-point discrimination tasks, the models are quite general and can be applied to almost any spatial-, intensity-, or color-discrimination task.
THEORY
Different sequential-mechanisms models can be distinguished by the range of stimuli to which they apply and by the set of physiological mechanisms that are modeled. In this section we describe two models, one of them a generalization of the other. Both consider the same physiological mechanisms (solid boxes in Fig. 1 ), but they differ in the range of stimuli that are considered.
The first model applies to experimental conditions in which the sole source of trial-to-trial variability in a given stimulus is that due to quantal fluctuations. Because the stimuli are precisely defined except for the inherent Poisson randomness of light, we call it a Stimuli-Defined-Exactly, or SDE, model.
For most well-controlled psychophysical experiments, it is reasonable to assume that the only source of stimulus noise is quantal fluctuations. Nonetheless, it is important to extend the model to conditions in which there are additional sources of noise or uncertainty. These might include random variations in the position, shape, duration, or wavelength composition of the stimuli. Because of the extra random variation in the stimuli, we call the more general model a Stimuli-Defined-Statistically, or SDS, model. Development of the SDS models is important for several reasons. First, they are the appropriate models for evaluating visual performance in tasks with additional stimulus variation. For example, discrimination or identification in the real world typically involves assigning wide ranges of stimuli to two or more categories. An inspector on an assembly line might have to discriminate between acceptable or deformed parts. Even if the deformations are always of the same simple type, the stimuli to be evaluated are always in different orientations and positions.
Second, it is possible that real visual systems inadvertently produce some significant level of internal noise. For example, the first mechanism in Fig. 1 , eye movements, might cause information loss by effectively introducing position noise into 0 . .
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the retinal image. Higher levels in the visual system may also introduce positional and other sorts of noise. The potential effects of intrinsic noise can be examined by developing an SDS model for stimulus conditions with extrinsic noise that mimics the hypothesized intrinsic noise. Finally, real visual systems have undoubtedly evolved to handle high degrees of stimulus uncertainty. Thus human performance may come closest to ideal for certain forms of stimulus variability. Indeed, it is possible that real visual systems use discrimination algorithms that are designed for uncertainty conditions, even under SDE conditions.
Sequential-Mechanisms Model: Stimuli Defined Exactly
The derivation of our SDE model for foveal stimuli is summarized here; further details are provided elsewhere. 1 The first step is to specify the stimuli. In this presentation, attention is restricted to brief, broad-band stimuli (e.g., white tungsten light) presented monocularly under good fixation. Thus a stimulus is specified by giving its intensity distribution and duration. The Poisson process accurately describes the sole source of stimulus noise-quantal fluctuations.
The next step is to develop a quantitative representation of the physiological mechanisms in the solid boxes of Fig. 1 .
Eye Movements
Measurements made by Steinman1 0 and Ditchburn" indicate that under good fixation the standard deviation of eye position from trial to trial is between 2 and 5 min of arc. If these random variations in eye position are not accurately monitored by the visual system, they could effectively introduce some position noise into the stimuli across trials. However, one purpose of developing the SDS model was to assess the potential effects of position noise resulting from eye movements. Thus, for the moment, we assume a fixed eye.
Optics
The optics of the eye at a given eccentricity can be described by a point-spread function, h(x, y). The point-spread function used here was derived from the foveal line-spread function reported by Campbell and Gubisch1 2 for white light and a 3-mm pupil. Their line-spread function is adequately described by the sum of two Gaussian functions; thus the point-spread function is given by
where
The parameter values are given in the caption to Fig. 6 below. This point-spread function does not include the floor of stray light that is due to scatter in the ocular media. It is unlikely that more than 10% of all incoming light is diffusely scattered. For a wide range of stimulus conditions, including those considered here, we have shown that a 10% level of stray light has minor effects on the performance of our SDE observer. Thus stray light was not included in calculating the present predictions. However, it would have to be included under some stimulus conditions.
The ocular media also act as light filters. We have used the estimates of ocular transmittance reported by Wyszecki and Stiles. 13 There is one other potential source of information loss in the optics. Under steady fixation, the accommodative state of the eye fluctuates at around 2 Hz but with an amplitude of less than 0.25 D.
14 By altering the point-spread function above we have shown that this mechanism plays a minor role under most circumstances.
Receptor Lattice It is assumed that in the fovea the photoreceptors are placed at the nodes of a triangular array, 15 such that the internodal distance equals the diameter of the receptors (about 0.6 min of arc).
Receptor Optics
The receptors are assumed to be circular with a diameter of 0.6 min of arc at the widest part of the inner segment. It is further assumed that all quanta entering the inner segment pass into the layers of photopigment within that cone. The cones thus perform a small amount of spatial integration (the aperture effect). The Stiles-Crawford effect is not considered because of the 3-mm pupil size and the foveal stimulus presentation.
Photopigment Spectral Sensitivities
In this paper we consider only chromatically broadband stimuli that stimulate the middle-and long-wavelength cones about equally. In particular, the fraction of effectively absorbed quanta for a stimulus was computed by first finding its 555-nm equivalent. It was then assumed that half of these equivalent quanta are effectively absorbed whether they fall in a middle-or long-wavelength cone. The short-wavelength cones are so few in number, especially at the center of the fovea, that they could be ignored for the spatial-and intensity-discrimination tasks of interest here.
Mean Absorbed Quanta All the mechanisms above were combined in order to compute the mean number of quanta absorbed in each receptor. Let 1a(x, y) be the luminance distribution of a stimulus in candelas per square meter; then the mean number of photons effectively absorbed by the ith receptor in the lattice, whose position is denoted by the coordinates (xi, yi), is given by
where D is the duration of the stimulus in seconds, S is the pupil area in square millimeters, T 555 is the transmittance of the ocular media at 555 nm, E 555 is the quantum efficiency of the photopigments at 555 nm, h(x, y) is the point-spread function, and r(x, y) is the receptor shape (in this case a cylinder with a diameter of 0.6 min). The symbol * represents the operation of convolution.
Photopigment Noise
No visual system is free of intrinsic noise. There are undoubtedly several sources of intrinsic noise in real visual systems. We include in our model an additive, dark-light noise of photonlike events. 1 6 Such noise must be present to some extent in any real visual system, if for no other reason than the occasional thermal breakdown of photopigment molecules. The actual rate of photonlike events in the human photoreceptors is not known at this time. It is included here under the assumption that convincing estimates of its value(s) will become available in the future. Let x 0 be the mean number of noise events per receptor in time period D. Then the mean number of effective quantum absorptions in the ith receptor is given by
Poisson Noise In the fixed period of time D, the number of effective quantum absorptions Z(xi, yi)] in the ith photoreceptor of the lattice is described by the Poisson density:
where ai is an abbreviation for a (xi, yi).
Ideal Discriminator For present purposes, we derive the performance of the ideal discriminator when it is placed at the output of the last of the above-named mechanisms (see Fig. 1 ).
On each trial of the experiment the ideal discriminator must decide which of two alternatives (a or A) was presented. It can be proved that the discriminator bases its decision on the likelihood ratio or some monotonic transformation of it. The intuition behind the use of the likelihood ratio is the following. On each trial of the experiment there is some pattern of quantum absorptions across the receptors that can be represented by the vector (Z1, Z 2 ,. . . , Zn ), where Zi [an abbreviation for Z(xi, yi)] is the number of quanta absorbed in the ith receptor. The ideal discriminator first computes the probability of getting this pattern of absorptions assuming that stimulus a was presented. Next, it computes the probability of getting this pattern of absorptions assuming that stimulus / was presented. The ideal discriminator then simply picks the most probable stimulus alternative. (This assumes that the alternatives are equally likely and the discriminator is trying to maximize its proportion of correct responses.)
It is not difficult to show' that the likelihood decision rule is equivalent to the following rule. Compute the quantity Z by the formula Z = EI Zi ln(i/ai). (5) If Z exceeds some constant c, respond that stimulus / was present; if Z is less than c, respond that stimulus a was present.
Since the decision variable Z is just the weighted sum of the response of each receptor, it can be calculated by a single linear weighting function (receptive field) across the receptor array.1
Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the ideal discriminator is given to good approximation by the following formula for d':
Threshold in a discrimination task is reached when d' attains some criterion value. In a single-interval forced-choice task, this value is typically 1.36, which corresponds to 75% correct when the two alternatives are presented randomly on each trial with a probability of 0.5. In a two-interval forced-choice task, a d' value of 0.96 corresponds to 75% correct.
Sequential-Mechanisms Model: Stimuli Defined Statistically
The SDS model is a direct generalization of the SDE model in which we allow sources of stimulus variability in addition to quantal fluctuations. These additional sources of noise can be described by an uncertainty function.
Uncertainty Function Let v = (v1, v 2 , . . , vm ) be the set of parameters that can vary from trial to trial, thus providing the uncertainty. In the case of position variability, v = (x, y)-the spatial position of the stimulus. In general, these parameters can represent any stimulus dimension: size, duration, shape, etc. The uncertainty in a given situation can then be described by an uncertainty function f(v), which gives the probability of obtaining any given parameter values on a trial. Since f (v) is a probability-density function, the volume under it must be 1.0:
where the integral is over all the parameters in v.
Ideal Discriminator It can be shown (see Appendix A) that the ideal discriminator uses the following decision variable under conditions of stimulus variability:
In the case of positional noise, the above likelihood ratio reduces to
where C is a constant. If stimulus a is a uniform field (i.e., a simple detection task) further simplification is possible:
where ; is the mean number of quanta absorbed per receptor from the uniform field.
In all the above cases, if L exceeds a criterion level the ideal discriminator responds that stimulus /3 was present; if L falls below the criterion the discriminator responds that stimulus a was presented.
Notice that in Eqs. (8) and (9) the quantities in the exponents are approximately the cross correlations' 7 of the stimulus (the Zi's) with the natural logarithm of the expected stimulus shape. In other words, the likelihood of a stimulus alternative is computed by exponentiating the cross correlation of the signal with the logarithm of the stimulus alternative's shape, multiplying by the uncertainty function, and summing over the uncertainty region.
Sensitivity
There does not seem to be a closed-form expression of d' for the SDS observer. Therefore, the predictions of the model were determined by Monte Carlo simulation. In particular, Eq. (8) was applied to stimuli simulated by sampling from the appropriate Poisson densities.
We now turn to the two-point experiments. The performance of the SDE and SDS observers will be described in the discussion section.
METHOD
Thresholds for three types of task: intensity discrimination, separation discrimination, and resolution, all involving twopoint stimuli, were obtained as functions of the intensity of the point sources and of the presence or absence of an adapting background. The two-interval forced-choice paradigm was used for all tasks.
Intensity-discrimination, resolution, and separation-discrimination thresholds were obtained at five intensity levels: 3.0, 3.4, 3.8, 4.2, and 4.6 log quanta/flash per point source incident at the cornea. There was also an intensity-discrimination condition in which only the increment was presented (i.e., an absolute threshold condition). Two adapting background levels were used, a dark background and one set to 20.8 Td (7.41 log quanta/sec deg-2 at the cornea). The fixation points remained on continuously at 4.0 log quanta/sec per point at the cornea.
Subjects and Procedure
One woman and two men, including one of the authors (WG), served as observers. All had normal Snellen acuity and color vision. All three were initially inexperienced in hyperacuity A. DISPLAY CONFIGURATION
Apparatus and Stimuli
The two-point stimuli were presented on a Hewlett-Packard 1332A display oscilloscope (P-15 phosphor) under the control of a PDP11 computer that also collected and analyzed the subjects' responses. By the manufacturer's specification, the spot size was 0.3 mm. Observers were seated in a totally dark room at a distance of 504 cm from the display. Thus the spots were 0.2 min of arc in diameter. The adapting background was displayed on an identical scope driven by two oscillators. Light from the adapting background was introduced into the path of the light from the stimulus display by means of a half-silvered mirror. The refresh rate for both screens was set to 100 Hz.
Subjects viewed the display monocularly with the right eye through a 3-mm artificial pupil-a diameter picked to minimize the size of the point-spread function.' 2 A bite-barheadrest combination was used to ensure stability of the observer's head. Although all three subjects tested were emmetropes, two of them could (subjectively) maintain somewhat more accurate accommodation over the length of a session with a positive lens inserted just in front of the artificial pupil. The best value of the lens was found by trial and error. For the three subjects they were 0.0, +0.12, and +0.25 D.
The stimulus display as seen by the observer is shown in Fig.  2A . It consisted of an almost square background field, four fixation points, and the test stimuli. The test stimuli for the three tasks in the experiment are shown in Figs. 2B-2D. In the separation-and intensity-discrimination tasks the base separation between the two point sources, 0, always remained at 3.0 min of arc. Note that in the intensity-discrimination task the intensity increment was added only to the point source on the right.
On each trial, a warning tone was presented 0.5 sec before stimulus presentation. Then the two stimuli were flashed for 100 msec (in random order) separated by a temporal interval of 0.5 sec. This was followed by a 1-sec response interval, at the end of which subjects were given auditory feedback indicating whether their responses were correct or incorrect. Two seconds later, the next warning tone occurred. If the subject failed to respond (a rare event), no feedback was given, and the trial was not included in the data analysis. The total duration of a single trial, including response collection and feedback, was 3.4 sec. Base separation (0) between point sources in the intensity discrimination and separation discrimination tasks was 3.0 min of arc.
tasks, but WG had extensive experience in other visual psychophysical tasks. At the beginning of each experimental session, the subject was dark adapted for 15 min. If the session was one in which the adapting background was used, the subject spent an additional 2 min adapting to the background.
Thresholds were estimated from four-point psychometric functions. Before actual data collection began, a number of sessions were run to determine the appropriate increment levels for obtaining the psychometric functions. In the intensity-discrimination task, the increment changes were in the intensity of the right point source. In the resolution and separation-discrimination tasks the increment changes were in the separation of the point sources. Nonetheless, we found that, in all tasks, steps of 0.2 log unit were appropriate. The preliminary sessions also allowed the observers to become experienced with the tasks.
In a given experimental session only one task-background configuration was run, but that configuration was run at all intensity levels. At a given intensity level, blocks of 30 trials were presented at each of the four increment levels. Before each set of four blocks, there were 10 practice trials at the highest increment level to be presented. Subjects WG and DE were tested four times on all conditions; thus each threshold was based on 480 trials. Subject JZ was tested three times on each condition, so for this subject each threshold was based on 360 trials.
During the course of the experiment, it was found that resolution and separation thresholds increased sharply as the detection threshold for the point sources was approached. The models predict some interesting differences between resolution and separation discrimination at these low intensity levels, so we decided to take a closer look. However, the thresholds rise so sharply near absolute threshold that it was more practical to vary the intensity of the point sources rather than the distance between them. In particular, the incremental separation, AO, in both tasks was held constant at 300 sec of arc, and the intensity level of the stimuli was varied in 0.2 log-unit steps. In other words, we found the intensity at which resolution and separation thresholds reached 300 sec of arc.
Calibration
Because of the nature of the stimuli, their specification in terms of the luminance units developed for extended patterns is not appropriated Therefore a procedure was developed so that a photodiode receiving light from the display screen could be used to determine the number of quanta incident upon the cornea per point source for each presentation of a stimulus.
A PIN-lOAP photodiode (United Detector Technologies, Santa Barbara, California) was placed at an accurately measured distance (30 cm) from the display screen. The photodiode was then calibrated to read illumination in lumens per square meter by determining its response at a known high illumination level (generated by the display screen), set using a Spectra brightness spot meter and a surface of known reflectance.
Next a four-by-four square array of points was presented at the position of the pairs of points used in the experiment and with exactly the same temporal presentation sequence.
(The fixation points were not displayed.) The exact time course used in the experiment was preserved because we found a sagging of intensity (up to 20%) if the stimuli were presented continuously. This effect also depended on the size of the square array, if it exceeded about 30 points. The illumination per point source produced at the plane of the photodiode was determined by monitoring the photodiode's response with a calibrated oscilloscope. These measurements were made over the whole intensity range of the display screen. The number of lumens per point source entering the pupil was then calculated by dividing illuminance measured at the photodiode by the number of points presented and by taking into account the area of the artificial pupil and its distance from the display screen. Lumens/second per point source were then converted into quanta/second per point source (at 555 nm) by using the conversion factors of Wyszecki and Stiles.1 3 Calibration curves derived from these measurements were stored in the computer and used to generate the stimuli on each trial.
Before each experimental session the display screens were allowed to warm up for at least 15 min. The calibration was then checked by displaying a reference stimulus and measuring it with the photodiode attached to a rigid arm bolted to the cathode-ray-tube screen casing.
RESULTS

Probit analysis1
9 was used to determine the 75%-correct thresholds from the four-point psychometric functions. The threshold versus intensity (t.v.i.) curves for the three subjects are shown in Figures 3-5 . The error bars indicate plus or minus one standard error computed across sessions. The data for all three subjects are quite similar.
Consider the data of subject WG. The circles in Fig. 3A are the increment thresholds obtained against a dark background.
As can be seen, the absolute threshold for a point source (the data point at --) was found to be around 598 quanta/flash at the cornea (the average for all three subjects is 462 quanta/flash). This agrees very well with the results of Marriott, 2 0 who reported an average absolute theshold, under similar conditions, for nine subjects, of 606 quanta/flash at the cornea. (Our slightly better sensitivities might be due to our use of the two-interval forced-choice procedure.) For point-source intensities above 3.5 log quanta/flash the increment thresholds approximately follow Weber's law for both the background and the no-background conditions. Note that at low point-source intensities, in the presence of the steady background, there is a decrease in threshold as the intensity of the point stimuli is increased. This effect is commonly observed in pedestal experiments. The filled symbols in Fig. 3B show the results for the twopoint resolution task. As the intensity of the point sources is increased, sensitivity initially improves but quickly reaches a plateau of around 48 sec of arc. This plateau occurs over the same intensity range that Weber's law is observed in the increment-threshold conditions. A two-point resolution threshold of 48 sec of arc is smaller than that typically reported in the early literature. Ogle, 25 for example, reported thresholds that are at least a factor of 2 larger. This difference is undoubtedly due largely to the difference in tasks. Ogle used a method of adjustment, requiring the subjects literally to resolve the two point sources. The two-interval forcedchoice task permits high degrees of scrutiny and the use of any available cue to make the discrimination. Near resolution threshold, our subjects report that the subjective impression is one of a slight blurring or widening of the point source.
Note that in both two-point resolution and intensity discrimination the steady background has little effect for intensities above 3.5 log quanta/flash/point. The open symbols in Fig. 3B show the results for the twopoint separation discrimination task (a hyperacuity task). As point-source intensity increases, sensitivity steadily improves-rapidly at first and then more gradually-reaching a maximum of around 11 sec of arc. This sensitivity is in the same range found by Westheimer and McKee 26 for two-point vernier acuity. It should be recognized that Westheimer and McKee, and many other investigators in the field, report hyperacuity thresholds (but not resolution thresholds) in a slightly different way than we do here. They often report AO/2 (see Fig. 2) ; thus their reported thresholds should be doubled for comparison with the separation thresholds in Fig.  3B .
Figures 3-5 reveal three important differences between resolution and separation discrimination: (1) at moderate to high intensity levels, separation threshold is much smaller than resolution threshold (up to 5.5 times smaller), (2) at low intensity levels resolution threshold is smaller than separation threshold, and (3) separation threshold decreases more rapidly as a function of intensity than resolution threshold. Note that the last-named property holds less strongly for subject DE, whose separation and resolution curves diverge only slightly with intensity. 3 ).
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DISCUSSION
As mentioned in the introduction, it seems certain that a large number of physical and physiological factors contribute to the sensitivities measured in most discrimination tasks. However, our immediate goal here is to determine what aspects of two-point threshold performance might be explained by the preneural mechanisms shown in Fig. 1 . Recall that the ideal discriminator in the SDE (or the SDS) model measures all the information available to perform the discrimination at the level of quantum absorptions in the photopigments. Thus, if our assumptions about the initial physiological mechanisms are close to correct (which seems likely), then it is only the differences between ideal and human performance that need to be, or can be, explained by higher-level mechanisms.
Predictions: Stimuli-Defined-Exactly Model
The predictions of the SDE model were calculated by computer, as in the previous paper,' but with a more general program that allows the generation of the model's predictions for almost all commonly used psychophysical stimuli. The accuracy of the program was checked by running it on conditions for which we could calculate the predictions directly by hand and by comparing its performance with that of the earlier program.
The performance of the SDE observer, under exactly the same stimulus conditions as those of the present experiments, is shown in Fig. 6 . The parameter values that were used are given in the figure caption. In order to be conservative, we set the dark-light level x 0 to zero.
The predictions for two-point intensity discrimination are shown in the upper panel. As is already well known, intensity discrimination for quantum-noise-limited discriminators follows the square-root or Rose-DeVries law. The fixed adapting background raises threshold at low point-source intensities but has diminishing effect as the intensity of the point sources is raised. A nonzero value for x 0 is equivalent to a dim fixed adapting background. Thus, if we had included a nonzero dark-light level, the increment-threshold curve for the dark-adapted case would also have a horizontal asymptote at low point-source intensities.
Although there is qualitative similarity between human performance and the model's predictions, there are important differences. All three of our human observers approximately follow Weber's law over moderate to high intensities. The human observers also show a pedestal effect (a drop in threshold with intensity) in the adapting-background condition.
The sensitivity of the human observers is of course below that of the SDE observer; however, under some conditions humans come amazingly close to ideal. Generally, they come the closest at the point where the pedestal effect is the greatest. The first column in Table 1 shows the difference in log increment threshold between the human and SDE observers for the background condition with a pedestal intensity of 3.4 log quanta/flash. The average value of this difference across the three observers is 0.7 log unit (a factor of 5). Also shown are the corresponding relative efficiencies, which average 16%. We define relative efficiency to be the transmittance of a neutral-density filter that, if placed in front of the stimuli, would bring the sensitivity of the SDE observer down to that of the human observer. Because the SDE model includes estimates of ocular transmittance (68%) and the fraction of quanta absorbed in the photopigments (50%o), quantum efficiencies computed at the cornea are a factor of 3 smaller.
The quantum efficiencies of our subjects are 2-5 times higher than those obtained by Cohn 2 7 under similar pedestal conditions. Cohn used a larger spot size of 1.2 nin of arc, which should produce an image on the retina of about twice b This value is for the point-source intensity of 3.8 log quanta/flash/point.
. p the area of our 0.2-min-of-arc spot size. He also showed that reducing spot size from 10.9 to 1.2 min of arc increases quantum efficiency in the fovea by around a factor of 10. If this trend continues to smaller spot sizes, then the higher quantum efficiencies in our study would be explained by our smaller spot size. The predictions for two-point resolution (solid curves) and separation discrimination (dashed curves) are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 6 . The straight curves show the thresholds if no background is present. If the dark-light value (xo) is set to a nonzero value, the no-background curves look much like those for the background conditions but with vertical asymptotes that are shifted to lower spot intensity levels.
Note that the SDE model predicts the same qualitative differences between resolution and separation discrimination that were found psychophysically (cf. Figs. 3-5 ): (1) the SDE observer is much more sensitive in the separation task than in the resolution task over moderate-and high-intensity levels, (2) near absolute threshold the SDE observer is more sensitive in the resolution task, and (3) the SDE observer displays the property that separation threshold decreases more rapidly as a function of intensity than does resolution threshold. However, the quantitative fit is poor; in particular, the slopes of the human t.v.i. curves are too shallow.
The relative sensitivities of human and SDE observers in the resolution and separation tasks are also compared in Table  1 . Again, these comparisons are for the conditions in which human and SDE performance come the closest (i.e., background present, point-source intensity equal to 3.4 log quanta/flash). Notice that, in terms of relative threshold, human observers are closest to ideal performance in the resolution task-two of the subjects come within a factor of less than 2.5. In the separation task two of the subjects are about a factor of 10 from ideal performance. However, if one believes that quantal noise is the primary source of noise limiting human performance in these tasks, then it is more appropriate to compare relative efficiencies. In terms of relative efficiency we see that resolution and separation acuity are essentially the same and are not very different from those obtained in the intensity-discrimination task. If fundamentally different visual mechanisms were underlying the sensitivities in these three tasks, one might have expected to see different efficiencies.
Watson et al. 2 8 attempted to determine the stimulus that the foveal visual system detects most efficiently: "What the eye sees best." They found that the optimal stimulus was a Gaussian-damped 7-cycle/deg sine-wave grating, drifting at 4 Hz. Our data show that much higher quantum efficiencies are obtained with point-source stimuli.
It is surprising that a model that incorporates the physical properties of light and the eye only up to the receptors should display such different predictions for the resolution and separation tasks. The crossing of the t.v.i. curves for resolution and separation at intensities near the background level is easily explained. At low point-source intensities, the background quanta make a large contribution to the quantal fluctuations governing sensitivity. In the resolution task, the point sources are confined to one small area, and only the background quanta in that area affect sensitivity. In the separation task the point sources are well separated and so cover almost twice the total area. Thus at low background levels there is more effective quantal noise in the separation task than in the resolution task.
General Intensity Relations for Quantum-Noise-Limited Discriminators
The most striking and counterintuitive aspect of the SDE predictions is the difference in the slopes of the t.v.i. curves for the separation and resolution tasks. When the intensity of the point sources rises sufficiently above the background level of light (or dark light), separation discrimination varies with the -1/2 power of intensity (slope of -1/2 on the log-log coordinates), but resolution varies only with the -1/4 power. In Appendix B, we show that these relations between acuity and intensity are quite general-they hold almost independently of the shapes of stimuli. In other words, two-bar, two-line, or two-blob resolution follows the inverse fourth-root relation, whereas the corresponding separation thresholds follow the inverse square-root relation. The inverse squareroot relation also holds for most other hyperacuity tasks. The derivation in Appendix B shows that this is because the information available to the discriminator in the hyperacuity task is contained in the first derivative of the stimulus shape, whereas in the resolution task it is contained in the second derivative.
Since the derivations of the inverse square-root and inverse fourth-root relations do not strongly depend on the assumed point-spread function or on the properties of the receptor lattice, it seems safe to add these relations to the RoseDeVries law as general properties of quantum-limited detectors and discriminators:
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Predictions: Stimuli-Defined-Statistically Model If the only source of variation in the stimuli is quantal noise, then the SDS model reduces identically to the SDE model. Since the present two-point experiments were carried out with as much stimulus control as we could achieve in the laboratory, the predictions of the SDS model are essentially the same as that of the SDE model. However, for the reasons listed earlier in the theory section, it is of interest to determine the performance of the SDS observer for conditions in which the point-source stimuli do not appear in exactly the same position from trial to trial. Recall that one reason for doing this is that the human visual system might be introducing some position noise even under the most controlled conditions. For example, microsaccades, tremor, and drifts during steady fixation, as well as errors in repositioning the eye, will cause the test stimuli to image at slightly different positions on the retina from trial to trial. If these movements are not accurately monitored by the visual system, some position noise would be effectively introduced into the stimuli. Deriving the performance of the SDS model for conditions with position noise in the stimulus should reveal what aspects of human performance in the two-point tasks might be explained by intrinsic position uncertainty within the visual system. In order to generate the predictions of the SDS model, we have resorted to Monte Carlo simulations. The procedure was as follows. First, the same program developed to implement the SDE observer was used to calculate the mean numbers of quanta absorbed in each photoreceptor for the two stimuli when placed at the origin. Because the optics of the eye smooth the stimuli, and because the receptors are small and densely packed, we could use the values obtained at the origin to determine quickly the values for the stimuli when placed in any other position. With these mean quantumabsorption values in hand, we then ran a large block of trials. Each trial began by random selection of the stimulus alternative for that trial. We then randomly sampled from the uncertainty function to determine the retinal position of the stimulus. Next, the mean quantum-absorption values determined above were used as parameters in a Poisson random-number generator (IMSL, Inc.) to produce a pattern of quantum absorptions across the receptors. The SDS decision rule was then applied and the response recorded. A sufficient number of trials were run to obtain reliable psychometric functions for the SDS observer. Probit analysis was applied to these psychometric functions to estimate SDS thresholds. The solid curves in Fig. 7 show the performance of the SDS observer in the two-point intensity-discrimination, resolution, and separation-discrimination tasks for the uniform-background conditions. The uncertainty area was a square region 4.5 min on each side. On each trial, the two-point stimulus might appear anywhere in this region with a uniform probability. This size for the uncertainty region was picked because it equals the minimum extent of random eye movements that occur during steady fixation.' 0 The dashed curves show the SDE (no-uncertainty) predictions from Fig. 6 . Figure 7A shows that position noise of the size generated by random eye movements produces a modest pedestal effect at low point-source intensities but has no effect at higher intensities. Similarly, Figs. 7B and 7C show that position noise has significant effects on resolution and separation discrimination only when the point sources are near detection threshold. This pattern of results is intuitively reasonable because highly visible point sources define their own positions quite accurately. Note that other kinds of uncertainty (e.g., shape noise) could affect performance at all point-source intensities.
The effects of position noise shown in Fig. 7 are somewhat smaller than we initially guessed, but for good reason. The point-spread function blurs the targets and hence the templates (or weighting functions) used by the ideal discriminator. The result is that each template covers a sizable fraction of the uncertainty region. Thus on a given trial the responses of the templates at different positions within the uncertainty region are positively correlated. This reduces the effect of position noise. It is important to note, as Pelli 29 points out, that it is not the overlap of the templates but the fact that they are nonorthogonal that results in the correlated responses.
We conclude that a small amount of position noise or uncertainty in the human visual system could explain some of the differences between real and ideal performance near detection threshold. Nonetheless, there are other plausible explanations, at least for the pedestal effect (e.g., see Foley and Legge 30 for a review). Could unmonitored eye movements be a major source of intrinsic position uncertainty? Yes, but not for most experimental conditions with good fixation targets. If the fixation targets are well above detection threshold, they effectively remove all the position noise from the retinal stimulus, just as an intense pedestal does. Of course, higher levels in the visual system may be unable to use the fixation information adequately, but at the level of the receptors there is no information loss.
It is perhaps worth noting that the SDS decision rule involves passing the output of the template (receptive field) at each uncertainty position through an accelerating nonlinearity [see Eq. (7)]. The resulting values are then summed, and this sum is then compared with the similar quantity obtained for the other template. Perhaps the visual system is wired up for detection and discrimination under high degrees of uncertainty. Conceivably, the accelerating nonlinearities seen in ganglion and cortical cell responses SDS models should give a crisp upper bound for possible human sensitivity in almost any discrimination task. There are some obvious possible refinements of our representation of the optics and receptor lattice, although they should have minor effects on the present two-point threshold predictions.
First, there are individual differences in spherical and chromatic aberrations, intraocular scatter, and macular-pigment density. Thus it would be best to measure the pointspread function (and the ocular transmittance) of each subject independently and use these values in calculating ideal performance. However, with a 3-mm pupil, Campbell and Gubisch1 2 found that the point-spread function, at least in the fovea, is not far from the diffraction limit set by the pupil. Thus there is little room for error under present conditions. Extending the model of the optics into the periphery will be trickier, although there are some relevant data. 33 Second, the human receptor lattice is not a perfect triangular array, even in the center of the fovea. 34 However, we have explored the effects of the lattice structure and found that it is relatively unimportant. For example, changing the position and the orientation of stimuli on the perfect triangular lattice has a negligible effect on sensitivity in all the two-point tasks. Similarly, modest deviations from perfectly triangular lattices also have negligible effects. The diameter of the point-spread function and the size of the receptors combine to wash out most effects of the lattice's fine structure. (Of course, changing the overall density of the photoreceptors does have a substantial effect.)
These calculations cast some doubt on the Hirsch-Hylton hypothesis about the role of the receptor lattice in spatial vision. Hirsch and Hylton measured spatial-frequency discrimination and separation discrimination as a function of spatial frequency and base separation, respectively, 3 5 and spatial-frequency discrimination as a function of orientation. 3 6 In both studies, they obtained functions with periodic irregularities and argued that the periodicity resulted in part from the regular structure of the receptor lattice. However, our analyses show that the information available to the visual system beyond the receptors is equally good at all separations and orientations, even with perfectly regular lattices. (We tried spatial-frequency discrimination with small Gaussiandamped grating patches but again found only negligible effects.) It is possible that in the human visual system there is a correlation between visual discrimination and the receptor-lattice geometry, but our model indicates that it is not a necessary consequence of the geometry.
In the periphery there is more space between cones and therefore opportunity for larger deviations from a regular lattice. Yellot 3 7 has argued that receptor disarray is important in the periphery. Extension of the SDE model to the periphery should help to determine if receptor disarray is important in discrimination tasks.
A third refinement of the model would be to include the three different photopigments in the photoreceptors. In our two-point threshold study, we used spectrally broadband stimuli and confined them to the center of the fovea (where relative blue cone density is essentially zero). Thus the quantum absorptions in both the red and the green cones would be substantial and not too far from equal. The small differences in red-and green-cone quantum catches under our experimental conditions have a minor effect on the predictions. Under other conditions (e.g., chromatic discrimination) the cone pigments would play a much more important role. Current estimates of cone-pigment spectral sensitivities are probably close to the true spectral sensitivities (e.g., see Smith and Pokorny 3 8), but there is still little certainty about the positions and relative numbers of the cone types in the lattice. We are currently testing various configurations in order to determine the effects of modest variations in the spatial distributions and relative numbers of the three cone types.
Other Ideal-Discriminator Models in Spatial Vision
Ideal-discriminator models of various sorts have been developed in the areas of image processing, 3 9 ,4 0 medical optics, 4 1" 42 and human spatial vision. 43 -4 5 These models have generally been developed for the detection of targets in image noise, where the image noise vastly exceeds the quantal noise of the light itself. Because of the nature of this detection problem, these models (except that of van Meeteren and Barlow 44 ) assume, like the classic ideal-detector models in audition, 6 that there is a noise-free signal that is to be detected in a background of Gaussian noise. If there is no uncertainty about the signal to be detected, the classic ideal detector computes the cross correlation of the image with a template of the signal and compares the result with a criterion. However, this is not the ideal decision rule in most visual psychophysical experiments and real-world situations because the task is to detect or discriminate Poisson targets in Poisson noise. The present ideal-discriminator models were, of course, developed for this case.
Although we have not carried out detailed comparisons, it is easy to show that there are conditions in which the classical cross-correlation detector performs almost as well on Poisson targets in Poisson noise as the SDE observer. This occurs when the stimuli consist of low-contrast patterns with uniform backgrounds. To see this, consider the SDE decision variable given by Eq. (5). Let stimulus a be a uniform background field of intensity 3, and let stimulus iB be a low-contrast pattern of the same average intensity; thus fi = Afi + 3, where Aji is the modulation that is due to the pattern. With these assumptions the decision variable becomes Z = E Zi ln(A/3i// + 1).
Since Aij3 is small relative to 3, ln(A/fli/3 + 1) A_3 Ai/, and the decision variable reduces to
which is just the cross correlation of the pattern shape with the observation.
The cross-correlation rule will not work well when two high-contrast stimuli are to be discriminated (e.g., two-point separation discrimination). In this case, the cross-correlation rule is to cross correlate the image with the difference of the templates
and then compare the result with a criterion. This rule fails because it does not take into account the fact that high intensities of light are inherently more variable than low intensities. (In the Poisson density the variance equals the mean.) The result is that the cross correlator incorrectly places too much weight on quantum-catch differences at high intensities and too little weight on those at low intensities [cf. Eq. (5)]. 
Other Models and Hypotheses
The SDE observer performs qualitatively much like human observers in two-point intensity discrimination, resolution, and separation discrimination. Perhaps this should not come as a surprise since the SDE observer's performance is just a measure of the information available at the receptors for the discrimination task.
The differences between SDE and human performance show us that human neural processing is not ideal. So what is the rest of the human visual system doing in these tasks? There is not enough space here for a detailed discussion of possible visual mechanisms and models, but we would like to make some general points.
A number of mechanisms, in addition to quantal noise, optics, and receptor sampling, have been suggested over the years to explain the laws of intensity and contrast discrimination. These include dark-light noise, nonlinearities, photopigment depletion, receptor adaptation and gain-control mechanisms, postreceptor adaptation, and the spatial and temporal summation properties of neurons along the visual pathway (e.g., see Refs. 1 and 46). These mechanisms vary in the degree to which they are understood, but there is good psychophysical and physiological evidence that they all play some role in determining human sensitivity. Thus the complete explanation of the differences between SDE (or SDS) and human performance will include at least these mechanisms.
Local adaptation mechanisms, for example, could account for much of the difference between SDE (or SDS) and human performance in the two-point discrimination tasks. In particular, any local adaptation mechanism pushing intensity discrimination toward Weber's law should also flatten the t.v.i. curves for resolution and separation discrimination. To see this, note that Weber's law for intensity discrimination occurs when the ratio of quanta caught in the receptors at threshold is a fixed constant, independent of the overall intensity of the two stimuli. But a fixed AO in either the resolution or the separation-discrimination task also produces a fixed ratio of quanta caught in the receptors, independent of intensity. Thus, when considered in terms of intensity or contrast discrimination, a flat t.v.i. curve in resolution or hyperacuity is analogous to Weber's law in intensity discrimination.
Could the mechanisms likely to underlie intensity and contrast discrimination account for most acuity and hyperacuity thresholds (excluding stereoacuity)? This seems possible for several reasons.
First, comparison of the SDE (or SDS) observer with human performance in the two-point experiments shows that, relative to ideal, humans are no better in the hyperacuity task than in the resolution or intensity-discrimination task. Thus hyperacuity does not represent some kind of super performance in need of special mechanisms.
Second, for most of the two-point conditions the SDE observer is quite a bit better than the human observer, and these differences generally get larger with other hyperacuity stimuli (e.g., bars and lines). Thus under many circumstances the visual system could introduce quite a bit of noise and integrate the receptor information rather sloppily yet still have acuities that are a fraction of the diameter of a single cone.
Third, several investigators 4 7 ' 48 have recently applied models of contrast detection and discrimination to some hyperacuity tasks with reasonable success. These models are rather unconstrained and are too simple (e.g., they do not consider the mechanisms analyzed here) but are instructive and may be reasonable for certain tasks using large stimuli.
Some might think it unlikely that the mechanisms thought to underlie intensity and contrast discrimination are the whole story behind the hyperacuities. Barlow, 49 Hirsch and Hylton, 35 and Crick et al. 50 have suggested that a neural-interpolation mechanism in the cortex might explain the precise relative localization implicit in the hyperacuity tasks. The theoretical basis for this hypothesis is the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem, which states that a band-limited function (one that does not wiggle too fast) can be completely reconstructed or interpolated from a set of discrete samples. 17 Barlow suggests that the reason for the extremely high density of visual neurons in layer IV of area 17 might be that the neurons are interpolating the samples of the visual image provided by the retina.
Although possible, this hypothesis has weaknesses. First, as Barlow and the others point out, the sampling theorem implies that no information is gained or lost by carrying out the interpolation; it is just rearranged. Clearly, then, relative localization of stimuli or stimulus features could be computed in many different ways without using an interpolation reconstruction.
Second, hyperacuity performance is observed only over small distances in highly controlled discrimination tasks. Most of these tasks can be performed without really localizing the stimuli. Indeed, it is not obvious that the usual hyperacuity tasks measure localization processes at all. An observer is typically given only two possible stimuli and extensive practice. If by hook or by crook the relative change in the response of a few cortical or lateral-geniculate-nucleus cells can be monitored, the discrimination can be performed without ever measuring relative location.' These cells would not have to be more densely distributed than the receptors. Solving the problem of, say, centering a dot in a large 5-or 10-deg circle could not be done without a real localization mechanism capable of integrating information over large regions of the visual field. 5 ' However, hyperacuity performance is not observed in these tasks, so a fine-grain interpolation is not implied.
One reason for suggesting the interpolation hypothesis may have been that there did not appear to be any other plausible explanations for the high density of neurons in layer IV. In a study that speaks to this issue, Geisler and Hamilton 5 2 have applied sampling theory to the problem of determining which receptive-field shapes and sampling patterns across the visual field would preserve all the information in the retinal image and which ones would not. They find that there are many possible complete (but quite different) encodings that only require a number of units equal to that of the photoreceptors. Thus they suggest that layer IV could contain many complete independent encodings of the visual image. The reason for so many complete encodings might be that each represents the information in a form optimally suited for some processing module after layer IV. This type of scheme would make optimal use of the parallel processing capabilities of the visual system.
CONCLUSION
The present sequential-mechanisms models have proved useful for understanding two-point threshold performance. Apparently, many aspects of acuity and hyperacuity with small localized stimuli can be accounted for by the properties of the stimuli and the front end of the visual system. The fact that the predictions are not easily intuited beforehand suggests that it should prove useful to turn the SDE and SDS observers loose on a much wider range of psychophysical tasks. The importance of doing this is that the models tell us what aspects of human performance are explained by well-understood image formation and sampling properties of the eye.
Furthermore, the models provide a precise metric of the information available at the receptors for essentially arbitrary discrimination tasks. This allows one to compare human performance meaningfully across different tasks. For example, it was found that the relative efficiency of the human visual system is nearly the same in two-point intensity discrimination, resolution, and separation discrimination.
We believe that calculating the predictions of the SDE or SDS model is a sensible way to begin theoretical analysis of visual performance for almost any discrimination task, whether the performance measure is behavioral or physiological. The usefulness of these models will increase as better estimates of the optical and receptor-lattice parameters become available. It is hoped that physiological research will soon provide sufficiently complete measurements of later mechanisms (e.g., receptor mechanisms) to allow their inclusion in a rigorous sequential-mechanisms analysis.
APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE STIMULI-DEFINED-STATISTICALLY MODEL
The derivation below, which is for Poisson random variables, is similar to the derivation for Gaussian random variables given in textbooks on statistical decision theory. 9 Let Zi be the number of quanta absorbed in the ith receptor on a given trial, and let p (zl, . . , zl a) and p (z, .. , nl 13) be the joint probability densities of (Z,, . . , Zn ) for stimuli a and3. Also, let v = (vi, . . , vm ) be the set of parameters that can vary from trial to trial, producing the stimulus uncertainty, and let f(v) be the uncertainty function-a probability-density function over v. The ideal discriminator decides which of the two stimuli was presented by computing the likelihood ratio (or some monotonic transformation of it). The likelihood ratio is given by where 3 (xi, yi) and a (xi, yi) are the mean numbers of quanta absorbed in the ith receptor, for stimuli j3 and a, when the stimuli are positioned at the origin. In the fovea, where the receptors are small and densely packed, the average total quanta caught from the two stimuli are constants independent of the position (x, y) of the stimuli. Thus 
APPENDIX B: THE SQUARE-ROOT AND FOURTH-ROOT RELATIONS OF ACUITY
We show here that the square-root and fourth-root relations between acuity and intensity hold for a wide range of stimuli. We consider here only the SDE model, but it seems likely that these relations also hold generally for the SDS model.
Square-Root Relation for Hyperacuity
Most hyperacuity tasks (e.g., separation discrimination, vernier, and displacement tasks) involve a judgment of the relative position of some stimulus feature. Since the SDE observer knows the exact positions of the stimuli, the task always reduces to a judgment of whether a known feature shape appeared at position (x, y) or at position (x + Ax, y). Therefore we need only consider the case where / 3 (x, y) = a (x' + Ax, y). In order to represent stimulus intensity explicitly, we define a (x, y) as follows: where N is the total average quanta in the hyperacuity stimulus and g (x, y) is the stimulus shape (volume normalized to 1.0). Substitution into Eq. (6) 
In other words, the hyperacuity threshold is inversely proportional to the square root of the intensity.
Fourth-Root Relation for Resolution
In the resolution task, the observer must distinguish between one stimulus consisting of two identical features added together and one consisting of two identical features that have been slightly separated. Thus f(xi, yj) = 0.5a(xi + Ax, yi) + 0.5a(xi-Ax, yi). Substituting into Eq. (6), and assuming that Ax is small, we get 
In other words, resolution threshold is inversely proportional to the fourth root of intensity. Notice that the hyperacuity task is a first-order task in the sense that the discrimination information is contained in the first derivative of the stimulus shape. But the resolution task is a secondorder task; the information is contained in the second derivative of the stimulus shape. This is the reason for the fundamental differences between the two types of task.
